Instructions for assembly and use of the SpoolMaster Platform Stabilizer Assembly (Model# SMP-PSA)

Note:
The SpoolMaster Platform Stabilizer Assembly is designed to insure a parallel relationship between the (2) individual sides of the SpoolMaster “split-bed” configuration cable reel dispenser.

Due to wide variations in cable reel sizes, a separator bar (1” Rigid Conduit) is not included. The Platform Stabilizer Tabs are designed so that 1” Rigid Conduit can be used as the separator bar.

1. With the (8) bolts provided, attach the (4) four Platform Stabilizer Tabs to the OUTSIDE REAR PORTION of the SpoolMaster cable reel dispensers - as shown in (Fig. 1) below.
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2. With the SpoolMaster cable reel dispenser on a flat surface, slide the separator bar (1” Rigid Conduit) through the (4) holes in the Platform Stabilizer Tabs and position the cable reel dispenser to the desired width. (Fig. 2)
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